
NERRS Science Collaborative 

Collaborative Research RFP Q&A Webinar

October 29, 2019

Thank you for joining us! We will begin shortly. Three reminders:

1. All audio is through GoToWebinar where you can select computer or phone
2. Please mute your line for the initial presentation
3. You may submit questions at any time through GoToWebinar



Webinar outline
1. Overview of Request for Proposals (RFP)

■ Timeline

■ Key requirements

■ Review criteria

■ Two example projects

2. Question and answer session
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Current grant opportunities

Purpose

Grant period

Award size

RFP release 

Deadlines

Project start

Collaborative 
Research

Generating new science to 
inform decisions

Up to 3 years

Up to $200,000/yr

Oct 11 2019

Pre-proposals due Dec. 11

Oct 2020

Catalyst

Targeted investment for 
advancing collaborative 
research ideas

1 year

$75,000 – $200,000/yr

Oct 11 2019

Letters of Intent due Dec 16

Oct 2020



Collaborative research RFP timeline
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Date Activity

December 11, 2019 by 11:59pm EST Pre-proposals due

December 18, 2019 Manager pre-proposal assessments due

February 19, 2020 Invitations to full proposal

April 6, 2020 by 11:59pm EST Proposals due

April 13, 2020 Manager proposal assessments due 

June 2020 Funding notifications

October 1, 2020 Anticipated project start date



1) Collaboration & end user engagement

Projects must:

● Identify the primary end user(s) and their needs
● Describe how they helped to shape the project
● Describe the process that will allows for iterative engagement with the end 

user(s) and how you will be responsive to their input
● Identify a collaborative lead
● Plan for time and costs associated with a collaborative, end user engagement 

process
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2) Reserve engagement
Projects must:

● Address at least one reserve management need
● Demonstrate how reserve staff will be engaged in a 

productive collaboration
● Have the full support of the relevant reserve 

managers
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Proposal Assessment Form

❏ Meets a reserve need
❏ Engaged staff sufficiently to date
❏ Proposed budget and role for 

reserve are appropriate.



3) Data sharing expectations

At the pre-proposal stage

● Amount requested should include data management and data sharing 
elements

Full proposals

● Include a data sharing plan as an appendix, following our template

Data access portals used by teams

● NCBI GenBank
● Barcode of Life Database (BOLD)
● PANGAEA
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● University partner
● CDMO
● Axiom



Pre-proposal evaluation criteria 

1. Management need
2. Responsiveness to end users
3. Approach
4. Team
5. Potential impact
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Evaluating Whether Oyster 
Aquaculture Can Help Restore Water 

Quality

Management need: Expanding options for meeting water 
quality regulations

End user: Towns, planning commission, state

Reserve role: Collaborative lead, education coordinator

Collaborative approach:

● Town staff are on team
● End user advisory team
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Evaluating  Thin-Layer Sediment 
Placement as a Strategy to Enhance 

Coastal Marsh Resilience

Management need: When and how can this strategy work?

End user: Restoration practitioners, funders, permitters

Reserve role: Leading a replicated field experiment

Collaborative approach:

● Implementation team
● Advisory Committee
● Extended mailing list
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A few additional pre-proposal tips

Problem statement
○ Be clear: What’s the need and who are the primary end users?

Outputs and outcomes
○ Clearly connect the dots:  need ⇨  users ⇨  outputs ⇨  outcomes

Project approach
○ Integrate collaborative and technical work & explain your choice of methods

Team
○ Be specific about roles & customize CVs to demonstrate relevant expertise

Overall proposal presentation
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Program resources & support

● Online applicant resources-- see 
http://nerrssciencecollaborative.org/research

● Call or email us:
○ Maeghan Brass (734-763-0727)
○ Lynn Vaccaro (734-763-0056)
○ nerrs-info@umich.edu
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Question and answer time

Type in questions to the GoToMeeting console

“Raise your hand” in GoToMeeting

Or speak up, but don’t forget to unmute your phone line.
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Thank you
NERRS Science Collaborative

nerrs-info@umich.edu


